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Closed Event – Athletes, sporting
clubs and Media
- Huge site with plenty of space
- Single point of entry to site – temp
checks on entry
- Event live for relatively short duration
- Dovetailing of Risk Assessments
- Briefing for staff on site
- Test and Trace form (Google Form) sent
to attendees in advance and doubled as
an admittance list on the day
- Paper Test and Trace forms available on
the day as a backup – use of own pen or
pen sanitized between use

Camping Retreat – Pitches and
activity areas
-

Large 10m x 10m camping pitches with
maximum of 2 households on each

-

Lockable Portaloo provided for each camping
pitch

-

Shower block managed and cleaned between
uses

-

Network of different focal areas with ample
space and distanced seating areas

-

Hand sanitizing stations at entrances to each
area and at activity areas e.g. playground

-

Continual review of Risk Assessment as we
learned more each weekend and observed
how people are using the space

Camping Retreat Bar
- One-way socially distanced queueing system
with socially distancing markings / signage, plus menus
displayed in queue
- Widened bar surface between customers
and staff; sanitized between customers
-

Sanitizer for customers to use before service

-

Only single use serving vessels used; nothing
passed back over the bar

- Contactless card payments; or sanitize touchpad
if chip and pin required
-

Staff sanitize hands between every customer

- QR code link to online day visitor Test and Trace
form displayed at bar and on all customer seating. Reenforced verbally during bar service

Working with traders and suppliers
- Consult with local authorities / use NCASS
- Manage trader expectations of takings and customer expectation on variety of traders on
site
- Allow ample space for queueing and/or consider click and collect options
- Ask for Risk Assessments in plenty of time to review and ensure that they compliment
your own risk assessments
- Check that they are adhering to their own risk assessment (and yours) when on site. Work
together!
- Consider how deliveries are managed – be flexible on timed slots / consider holding areas
- Sanitize and/or isolate deliveries
- Online Test and Trace / declaration form for suppliers to complete before attending site

Final thoughts
- Increase your event budget / reduce your scope / expect to make
less money than before
- Maintain a culture of best practice
- Be creative
- Communicate and help each other

Thank you, stay safe!

